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I f  X and Y are two finite-dimensional Banach spaces of the same dimension 
with each provided an orientation, f a continuous mapping of the closure of an 
open subset G of X into Y, f is said to be orientation-preserving if f is the uniform 
limit on cl(G) of a sequence (f,J of once continuously differentiable mappings 
for which at each point x of G, df,(x) h as nonnegative determinant and det(f,(x)} 
does not vanish on an open dense subset of G [I]. Orientation-preserving map- 
pings as thus defined contain as special cases holomorphic (i.e., complex analytic) 
mappings in complex finite-dimensional Banach spaces, monotone mappings of 
Hilbert spaces, accretive mappings of Banach spaces, as well as the class of 
mappings f of class c1 for which det(df(x)) > 0 for all x in G. In our earlier 
paper [l], we used the somewhat misleading name mappings of anaZytic type 
for such mappings on the analogy of the first-named special case, leading to the 
notion that this was the only case or necessarily the most characteristic one. 
Upon the basis of the definition presented in the preceding paragraph for 
finite-dimensional mappings f, one can extend the definition and properties of 
these mappings to various classes of mappings f  defined on open subsets G of 
infinite-dimensional Banach spaces by use of one or another type of approxima- 
tion scheme by finite-dimensional mappings through which a concept of a 
generalized topological degree can be defined. In [I], such an extension was given 
for mappings of the form I - C with C compact in the context of the Leray- 
Schauder degree theory, while Potter [7] and C. Alvarenga in his unpublished 
Chicago Ph. D. Dissertation gave a corresponding extension in the context of the 
generalized degree theory of A-proper mappings (cf. [6, pp. 286-2881 for a 
survey of related material). 
We propose in the present discussion to give a treatment of a new result in 
this theory by taking as the basic definition of the class of mappings to be 
considered, an essential property in terms of the degree established in the more 
restricted earlier treatments. We show in addition that this definition can be 
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extended from one class of mappings to another, and how all the useful proper- 
ties of orientation-preserving mappings follow from the defining property. 
The basic framework for our discussion is the following concept of the 
generalized theories of the topological degree. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and consider a class % of 
mappings T of x into 2y. By a degree theory for such a class, we mean 
(1) for each y,, in Y with y. $ d( T(bdry(G))) for G a bounded open set of X, 
there is dejked a subset d(T, G, Y,) of Z’, where 2’ is the union of the integers 
together with { + a> and { - co}; 
(2) the degree function d(T, G, yo) is invariant under some appropriate class 
of homotopies. In particular, if (y(t): 0 < t < l> is a continuous curve in 
Y\cl(T(bdry(G))), then d(T, G, y(t)) is independent of t in [0, I]; 
(3) if d(T, G, yo) is not the singleton {0}, then T-l(y,,) n G # @ ; 
(4) If G C Gl u G2 with d(T G, yo), d(T, Gl , ~~‘0)~ and d(T, G, , yo) ad 
dejk-d and if T-l(y,) n G C (Gl u Gs)\cl(G, I-I G,), then d(T, G, yo) C 
d( T, Gl , yo) + d( T, G2 , yo), (where (+ a) + (- ~0) = 2’). 
DEFINITION 2. A mapping T lying in the class % of DeJinition 1 is said to be 
orientation-preserving (with respect to the concept of the degree theory given on %) 
on a given open set G of X if the following two conditions are both satisfied. 
(a) For each bounded Gl such that cl(G,) C cl G d(T, Gl , yO) C Z+ 
for y. in 
Y\cl T(bdry(G)) 
where 
Z+=(n~n~Z,n>O)U{+c0}. 
(b) For each Gl as in (a), T-‘(y,) n Gl # ia implies that 0 # d(T, G, yo). 
We can now give the definition of an asymptotically orientation-preserving 
mapping with respect to a given degree theory. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces, % a class of mappings of 
X into 2y with a degree theory in the sense of Defnition 1 given on the class %. Let 
T be a mapping in the class %. Then T is said to be asymptotically orientation- 
preserving if there exists R, > 0 such that T is orientation-preserving on 
X\BRO(O, X), in the sense of Defkition 2, while T(BRO(O, X)) is bounded in Y. 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces, % a class of mappings from 
X into 2y. Suppose that T is a mapping lying in the class ZF which is asymptotically 
orientation-preserving. Suppose thatfor no value of R, is T(X)\cl T(B,(O,X)) = 4. 
Suppose Fnally that T-1 maps bounded sets of Y into bounded sets in X. 
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Then T(X) = Y. 
Remark. The type of result in Theorem 1 was suggested to the writer by 
hearing of a recent result by Smale [8] on algorithmic procedures of the steepest- 
descent-type for solving finite-dimensional equations for generic smooth map- 
pings under the asymptotic requirement that det(df(x)) > 0 for /I y /! >, R. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the condition that T is asymptotically orientation- 
preserving, there exists R, > 0 such that T is orientation-preserving on 
X\B,.,,(O, X), and T(B,,,(O, X)) is b ounded in Y. Let us assume that BJO, Y) 
contams T(BRo(O, X)). 
Choose R > R, , RI > R such that T(BR1(O, X))\cl T(B,(O, X)) contains a 
point y1 of Y and T-l(B,&O, Y)) C B,(O, X). Since T-‘B,(y,) is bounded, we 
may assume that T-lB,(y,) for some 6 > 0 lies outside B,(O, X) and in the 
interior of B,r(O, X). Let 
Then T is orientation-preserving on an open set containing cl(G) and 
y1 E T(G)\cl T(bdry(G)). H ence by property (b) of Definition 2, 0 $ d(T, G, yI). 
By the choice of R, T-‘(y,) lies in the complement of BRO(O, X). If we set 
Gl = B,(O, X), 
then 
Thus 
T-‘(&(~d) n G, = #, d(T> G, > ~1) = W 
d(T, B,1(0, X), yI) C d(T, G, yl) + d(T, GI > n) C z+\{O)- 
On the other hand, we may choose R, arbitrarily large so long as BR1(O, X) 
includes a given initial ball B, . In particular, we may choose R, so large that 
T(SRI(O, X)) lies in the complement of a ball B,(O, T) containingy, with s > s0 .
Hence 
for any y in B,(O, Y). By property (3) of the degree, it follows that each such y 
lies in T(X). 
Since s can be chosen arbitrarily large by choosing RI correspondingly large, 
it follows that T(X) = Y. Q.E.D. 
A second, more familiar property of orientation-preserving mappings is 
given by the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a bounded open subset of the Banach space X, T a 
mapping of X into 2y which lies in the class of mappings 9 for which a given degree 
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theory is defined. Suppose that T is orientation-preserving on G and that T-l( y,,) n G 
is a compact subset of G for some y,, in Y. Suppose further that 
1 E d(T G, ~0). 
Then: T-l(y,) is a connected set. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If T-l(y,) n G is not connected, then by its com- 
pactness, we can find two open subsets Gr and G, of G with cl(G,) and cl(Gs) 
disjoint subsets of G such that T-l(y,) n G C Gr u G, and T-l(y,) n Gl # 0, 
T-l(y,,) n G, # 0. Therefore, by property (b) of Definition 2 for T to be 
orientation-preserving, 
d(T G , ~0) C z+\K% 
W’, G(Y,) C ~+\W 
By additivity property (4) of the degree function, 
W’, G, ~0’0) C d(T, G s ~0’0) + KC G 3 ~01 C z+\@o, 11. 
Thus 1 cannot lie in d(T, G, yO) contradicting the initial assumption. Hence 
T-r(y,) n G is connected. Q.E.D. 
Consider a given class of mappings 4G from X to Y. To give a general 
procedure for extending a degree function from a simpler class to a given class, 
we consider the following general situation. We are given a partially ordered set 
A with elements denoted by (Y. For each (Y, we are given a pair of Banach spaces 
X, and Y, and a mapping T, of X, into 2r lying in a class F, for which the degree 
function d, is defined. For each bounded open set G in X, we obtain a corre- 
sponding bounded open set G, in X, . For each target pointy,, in Y, we obtain 
a corresponding target point ye in Y, . 
We suppose that their assignments satisfy the conditions 
(I) if Bs(yO) is contained in Y\(T@dry(G))), then for some 6, > 0 and 
SOme cu, and all 01 > a0 , hl(ya) C Y,\T,Wry(C)); 
(II) y. lies in T(cl(G)) if for all 01 in a cofinal set of A, yN lies in T,(cl(G,)). 
If y. E T(cl(G)), then y= E T,(cl(G,)) for OL > %; 
(III) if {y(t): 0 < t < I> is a continuous curve in Y, then {y,(t) = 
(ym 0 < t < 11 is a continuous curve in Y,; 
(IV) for each (Y and all open sets G1 and Ga , 
G ” G), = (GA ” 0% 9 
G n GA = (GAa n (GA, . 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that we are given a “generalized approximation scheme” 
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as aboere which satisfies condition3 (I), (II), (III), and (IV). Suppose that 
y0 $ clT(bdry(G)). Then 
(4 for 01 > 01~ , d,(T, , G, , yJ is well de$ned as a subset of Z’, (the integers 
augmented by + co and - co); 
(b) we may define d(T, G, yO) as the set of all accumulation points in the 
compact space 2’ of the filter whose base consists of the sets 
W, = V(T, , C ,~a): a > PI; 
(c) the degree function d(T, G, yo) thus constructed satisfies conditions (1) 
through (4) of Dejkition 1; 
(d) if T has the property that for each 01 > q, , T, is an orientation-preserving 
mapping of G, into Ya , then T is orientation-preserving in the sense of Definition 2 
on G with respect to the new degree function d. 
Proof of Theorem 3(a). This is an immediate consequence of property (I) 
and the property (1) for the degree function d,, . 
Proof of Theorem 3(b). The family of sets W, for /? in A has the finite inter- 
section property since A is partially ordered. Hence it is the base of a filter in the 
compact space Z’, and the accumulation points of this filter form on nonempty 
set which we denote by d(T, G, ~~‘0). 
Proof of Theorem 3(c), We must verify conditions (I), (2), (3) and (4) of 
Definition I. Condition (1) has already been verified. We shah not attempt to 
give an abstract formulation of the concept of a permissible homotopy for the 
present discussion (see [3]) but merely verify the invariance under continuous 
deformation of the target point. Since {(y(t)),: 0 < t f 1} is a continuous 
curve for each 01 in Y, , we shall have d,(T, , G, , (y(t)).) independent of t 
unless (y(t)J lies in cl(T,(bdry(G,))). On the other hand, for each t, there exists 
8(t) > 0 such that B&y(t)) d oes not meet T@dry(G)). Hence, there exists 
8,(t) > 0 such that for (Y > % , BGl(t)((y(t))a) does not meet T,(bdry(G,)). 
Moreover, 8(t) can be chosen uniform over whole curve {y(t): 0 < t < 1). Hence 
8,(t) can be chosen uniform over all 01 > 01~ and t in [0, 11. Hence, for 01 > 01~) 
d,( T, , G, , (y(t)).) are independent of t in [0, 11, and hence so are the accumula- 
tion points of these values which comprise d(T, G, ~~0). Thus condition (2) of 
Definition 1 follows. 
If d(T, G, y,,) # (01, then d,(T, , G, , ya) # (0) for 01 in a cofinal set of A. 
For such 01, it follows from property (3) for the degree do that ya lies in T,(cl(G,)). 
Hence by assumption (II) on the approximation process, y,, lies in T(cl(G)). 
Since by hypothesis, y0 does not lie in T@dry(G)), it follows that y,, lies in T(G). 
Thus, property (3) of the degree function d follows. 
Let us conclude with the proof of property (4) for the degree function d. Let 
G = G, v G, with d(T, G, yO), d(T, Gr , yO), and d(T, G, , yO) all defined. 
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If 6, = (GA and G2,, = (G,), , then G, = G,,, u Gs,, and (G1 n G,), L= 
G,,, n %a . If y0 does not lie in T(cl(G, n G,)), then for 01 past some (Y,, ye does 
not lie in T,(cl(G,,, n Ga,,)). Hence 
We now note that if (+ 03) lies in one of the summands d,,(T, G1 , y,,) and 
d(T, Gs , ys) and (- co) in the other, then the assertion of property (4) is vacuous. 
Hence, we can assume that one value, say (-co), is excluded. Hence for all 
(Y > cq, there exists no such that for every element 5 in either d,(T, , G,,, , yol) or 
d,(( T, , G, , Gsso ,yJ, % > n,, . Let y be any element of d(T, G, ys). If y = + co, 
then for any positive integer n, and a cofinal set of 01, dO( T, , G, , yJ contains an 
element t 3 n. If d(Z’, Gs , ya) does not contain (+ co) as an element, then each 
element .$ of d,( T, , G,,, , y,J will be at most m,, for some m, and all 01 > (us. 
Hence 4(T, , G,, , YJ f or a cofinal set of a will contain elements >(n - m,). 
Since as 71 becomes arbitrarily large, n - mO becomes arbitrarily large, it follows 
that (+ co) is an element of d( T, Gl , yO). S imilarly if y is a finite integer IZ, then 
for a cofinal set of 01, da( T, , G, , yJ = 7t. It follows immediately that for the 
same cofinal set of LY, d,,(T, , G1,-, , y,) and d,(T, , G,,, , yJ are bounded from 
both above and below. Hence for a cofinal set of (Y, d,( T, , G,,, , yol) = m, and 
4P’, y Ka s YJ = m2 . Then n = m, + m2 , m, lies in d(T, Gr , yO) and m2 lies 
in d( T, G, , ya). Thus the proof of property (4) of the degree d is complete and 
with it, the proof of part (c) of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3(d). If T, is an orientation-preserving mapping on G, , 
then d,,( T, , G, , yJ lies in Z+. Since Z+ is closed in Z’, it follows that d,( T,, G,, y,J 
lies in Zf. Since Z+ is closed in Z’, it follows that d( T, G, yO) lies in Z+. 
Suppose that y0 lies in T(cl(G)\cl(T(bdry(G)). If 0 lies in d(T, G, y,,), then for 
a cofinal set of CII, 0 lies in d,,(TN , G, , yJ and since T, is orientation-preserving, 
ya does not lie in T,(cl(G,)). This contradicts property (II) of the approximation 
scheme. Hence 0 does not lie in d(T, G, yJ. Q.E.D. 
Hence the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
The procedures of extension given in Theorem 3 enable one to pass succes- 
sively from finite-dimensional mappings to mappings of the form I - C with C 
compact, to A-proper mappings, as well as to the more general classes of mappings 
considered in the approximation schemes of [3, 41. 
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